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Stampin’ Up! Materials Used:







Stippled Blossoms (for image) and
Cross My Heart Stamp Set (for
greeting)
Very Vanilla and Always Artichoke
Cardstock
Cherry Cobbler and Elegant Eggplant
Classic Ink Pad
Stampamajig
Always Artichoke Seam Binding
ribbon

I have also used extra embellishments of
Tea Time Trinkets and Crochet Trim but
these are optional and not included in the
base card pack.

Step by step instructions to make this project:


Cut the Always Artichoke in half horizontally and fold one of the halves in half again, to form a
side folding C6 standard size card. Put the other half aside for now.



Using half a sheet of A4 Very Vanilla cardstock, cut and assemble according to the attached
template. When you assemble, place just a tiny dab of snail between each layer to hold in place.



Now we are going to stamp on the three layers as if they were one piece of cardstock. It looks best
if you stamp over the cardstock joins. I have stamped the roses first, using two step stamping. The
base layer is stamped in Cherry Cobbler and the top layer is aligned with the Stampamajig and is
stamped in Elegant Eggplant (these colours look surprisingly great together!).



Next we are going to fill in the gaps with leaves (I eyeballed the placement on these, but if you
want to be more precise, use the Stampamajig again). The first layer of the leaves is Always
Artichoke (stamped off once) and the second layer stamped over the top is Always Artichoke
stamped the first time. This gives good variation in colour with the same tone.



Once the stamping is complete, carefully remove the three layers from each other. Matt the top
two layers with a thin mat of Always Artichoke (using the other half of the Always Artichoke
piece you put aside earlier).



Reassemble the base Very Vanilla with the top two pieces using Dimensional Foam dots between
each layer. Thread the Always Artichoke ribbon between the base Very Vanilla layer and the
second layer and tie a knot (you can also add extra embellishments at this stage).



Adhere to the base Always Artichoke card using Snail adhesive. Add your greeting to the centre
rectangle.
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Cutting pattern for Very Vanilla cardstock . This is not to scale. Size of cardstock piece is 1.2 sheet A4 cardstock.
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Assembling pattern for Very Vanilla Cardstock prior to stamping (again not to scale).

